Livestock electkonics
calibkation

maze
The following manual shows how to calibrate the Maze module.
Settings that can be changed are:
- Matching input to output gain
- Adjusting mute positions for attenuversion
- Conﬁguration when adding inputs by daisy chaining Maze modules
Matching input to output gain
For this you need a +5V voltage source and a multimeter. Do not do this if you do not have these at hand!
Here are several modules that can give you a stable voltage: Livestock’s Felix, Intellijel’s Triatt, and
Mutable’s Shades. Gain can be calibrated to a 0.01V accuracy.
1. Set the multimeter to Voltage reading.
2. Measure the output from the voltage source. Make sure it is set to 5.00V.
3. In Maze:
- Go to settings by holding the FUNC button
- In settings press the MUTE button
4. Make sure the LED indicator is set to GREEN (if it is red press the MUTE button again)
5. Now work your way around each input and output. Inserting the voltage source in the inputs and
measuring the outputs.
6. Adjust the gain by holding a matrix position and adjusting the gain with the encoder.
7. !!! Important !!! If you cannot get the output precisely to 5.00V set it to 5.01V, NOT 4.99V
8. When done press the FUNC button
PS. It is likely you have to do the next paragraph too!
Adjusting mute positions for attenuversion
It is possible that you have to adjust the mute positions for attenuversion, luckily this can be done by ear.
For this you only need a LFO and VCO.
Note that if you adjust “the input to output gain” (in the paragraph above) these settings will change too!
1. First make sure you wait for 10 minutes after startup. Mute positions are calibrated to working
temperature. It may be that it is still adjusting!
If it is still not right:
2. In Maze:
- Go to settings by holding the FUNC button
- In settings press the MUTE button
4. Make sure the LED indicator is set to RED (if it is green press the MUTE button again)
5. Now work your way around each input and output. Inserting the LFO in the inputs and
the outputs to the VCO’s V/OCT.
6. Change the mute position by holding a matrix position and adjusting it with the encoder.
7. Set it so you hear the least amount of change in pitch.
8. When done press the FUNC button

Conﬁguration when adding inputs by daisy chaining Maze modules
This part is ONLY necessary when you daisy chain Maze modules to add inputs.
These settings are so the inputs keep their polarity.
Note that this only works for attenuversion!
1. In Maze:
- Go to settings by holding the FUNC button
2. Change the “Invert attenuversion for daisy chaining” button.
3. Work your way up from the last to the ﬁrst Maze module starting with it set to green.

EXAMPLE WITH
A 4x8 MATRIX

EXAMPLE WITH
A 8x8 MATRIX

Notice how it only
needs to be changed vertically (inputs)
and not horizontally (outputs)!

EXAMPLE WITH
A 4x16 MATRIX

